The Coronation
before by the Indian workmen, whom King Min Bin brought back
with Mm from eastern Bengal after the termination of the vic-
torious campaign which gave Chittagong to Arakan. While all
trace of the palace buildings in the triple enceinte have disap-
peared, the Shitthaung stands to-day, somewhat damaged by a
bombardment to which it was subjected by the British in 1825,
but retaining its principal features intact. It is a very curious
structure, as I have seen for myself. In the first place, it is more a
fortress than a pagoda, and was undoubtedly used as a place to
which members of the Order could retire, were the city attacked.
The second curious thing about it is the sculptures, which are
partly Brahminic. That the pagoda, in the precincts of which was
the arch-abbot's residence, should contain representations of the
gods of India is a mystery which has not altogether been cleared
up. It is hardly an explanation to say that the Hindu architects put
them there. They could not have done so without Min Bin's per-
mission. Why did he give that permission? It is true that the
majority of the sculptures are Buddhist or represent, in friezes,
scenes of court and village life in Arakan. But quite a number are
not and show such gods as Vishnu with Brahmins adoring him.
We cannot suppose the building was erected in the first place as a
temple for resident Hindus, for why in that case should there be
Buddhist sculptures? Does the explanation rest on the fact that,
according to Buddhist theory, the gods and goddesses of India
were converted by the Buddha, thereafter becoming spirits who
ministered to him? Unfortunately, the sculptures can hardly bear
that interpretation. Vishnu is shown as if he were a god in his own
right. The arch-abbot may have viewed him and his fellows as
harmless celestial personages and for that reason have seen no
need to deface them, yet King Min Bin's attitude must have been
more than passive, and we are obliged to conclude that, during his
campaigns in Bengal, he either acquired a taste for Hindu icono-
graphy or, with the idea of pleasing his new Hindu subjects in
Chittagong, admitted a few of their gods into his new shrine, an
act not out of keeping with the extraordinary tolerance and charity
of Buddhism.
To this massive and curious, rather than beautiful, edifice
King Thiri-thu-dhamma now set out. The grandees had adjourned
to a saloon adjoining the great hall, and it was into this apartment
that the king entered, borne in a palanquin by eight youths in
green velvet. A procession was formed, consisting of the twelve
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